
 
 Wristband Stage Glove Dance Pad Merch T-Shirt 

Consistency Hexagonal design Hexagonal shaped ring Uniform 
hexagonal-shaped panels 

Hexagonal shaped 
product tag 

Compatibility Connects to smart phones 
along with computers and 
banking technology as 
well  

It will connect to specific 
software that the user will 
be able to understand and 
will have the right 
expectations when using 
the gloves 

... Links to event app’s A/R 
lens on mobile device to 
enhance t-shirt’s 
interactivity 
 
Links to artist stage glove 
to unlock digital atuograph 

Consideration of user 
resources 

-computer access and a 
smart phone are required 
for this device to operate 

Gestural based 
movements - Produces 
sound, visual cues and 
includes haptic feedback  

Male/female interlocking 
design  

A/R lens on mobile device 

(Clear) feedback -Hexagonal buttons will 
light up when prompted by 
stage artist 
 
-green checkmark 
indicates a successful 
process (entering festival, 
making a purchase) and a 
red x will do the opposite 
 
-entire wristband will flash 
red when it suffers a 
critical malfunction 
 
 

Rings will light up in time 
with the musical beat  
 
Sound will emit based on 
hand and arm 
movements  
 
Digital interface on the 
wrist will feature textual 
voting poll for the 
audience, power on/off 
switch, and a tool to 
indicate that the artist can 
“sign” their signature with 
a wave of their finger  
 
Interface on the opposite 
side of the arm will 
provide haptic feedback 

panels will “snap” into 
place 

A/R logo extrudes through 
the A/R lens on mobile 
device  
 
Exclusive music, videos, 
and performances can be 
unlocked by the product 
tag 
 
Artist can digitally 
autograph t-shirt w/ a 
hand gesture from the 
stage glove 

Error prevention and 
recovery 

Rechargeable, data stored 
in cloud, extremely 
minimal interactions 
required from user  

Interface on the wrist will 
allow the artist to 
backtrack or undo an 
action  

Interlocking design can 
only be assembled in one 
direction 

Product tag acts as a 
wearable ticket to gain 
entry into event. 

User control 
 

-wristband will be 
personalizable via 
computer  
 
-users will have the option 
to press a few buttons 
during performances 
 
-mostly automated  

The artist will have a 
specific software that is 
compatible with the glove 
that will provide settings 
and features that the artist 
can customize on their 
wristband but also through 
the software on their 
desktop/laptop  

Interactive LED display is 
programmable to user’s 
taste 

Exclusive embedded 
content, A/R logo, Digital 
Autograph,  

Visual clarity -lights and icons with very 
little text to distract from 
the audience experience  

Interface on the wristband 
will display buttons and 
features that will be easily 
accessible and spaced out 
thoroughly  

 Hexagonal shape of 
product tag on sleeve of 
interactive tee that has the 
events logo on it 

Prioritisation of 
functionality and 
information 

-little to no text information 
will be displayed on the 
band 
 
-relevant textual 
information will be 
available on other devices  

Produces music and beats 
Connects to wristbands to 
give a voting poll on what 
song to play next 
 
Connects to dance floor 
via gestural cues and will 
command the lights and 
sounds emitting from it 
 
Connects to merch t-shirt 
by adding a digital 
signature/autograph onto 

Reacts to people stepping 
on panels/floos 

Unlocks content w/ mobile 
A/R app 
 
Acts as ticket entry 
 
Extruded A/R graphics on 
tee  
 
Digital autograph from 
artist 



the shirt  
 
  

Appropriate transfer of 
technology 

-the wristband will connect 
to the ticketing system 
along with  the artist 
triggered voting system 

Gloves will connect with 
all the other objects (shirt, 
wristband, and dance 
floor) 

Panels are flush together  Interactive wearable t-shirt 
w/ A/R exclusive content 
embedded on it for the 
event  

Explicitness  The wristband will be only 
functional at the point of 
entry for any given event 
as well as during a 
performance. 
 
It is mostly intended to be 
a passive or automated 
device with few 
interactions 

The interface on the wrist 
will have textual and 
visual clues as to how the 
features on display will 
function and it will display 
clear feedback from all the 
other objects when 
connected 
 
 
 
 

Panels raised from ground 
as a platform to signify 
people can step on it 

Hexagonal shaped 
product tag sewn into 
t-shirt w/ embed content.  
 
Product sticker on 
package w/ walk thru 
instructions for use of 
wearable  

 


